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Abstract
The high radiative flux solar furnaces already in operation, and the furnaces to be built in
the future, have large concentrators consisting of multiple facets. It is, therefore, necessa‐
ry to have an alignment procedure of the facets that guarantee the accuracy of alignment,
allowing an alignment in a short time. This chapter presents a novel method for aligning
the facets of a large concentrator, which uses a single optical system to achieve the re‐
quired precision and the desired energy distribution in the focal plane. Simulation and
experimental results obtained with our procedure show that the proposed alignment sat‐
isfactorily meets the specifications.
Keywords: Optical alignment, radiative flux, segmented concentrator, solar concentra‐
tion, solar furnace
1. Introduction
Solar thermal energy (STE) is a form of solar energy to generate electrical energy or thermal
energy for use in the residential and commercial sectors and in industry.
Concentrating solar power (CSP) plants use mirrors to concentrate the rays of sun and produce
heat for electricity generation through a conventional thermodynamic cycle. These kinds of
plants are candidates for providing the solar electricity needed within the next few decades.
According to thermodynamics and Planck’s equation, the conversion of solar heat to mechan‐
ical work is limited by the Carnot efficiency, and then to achieve maximum conversion rates,
the energy should be transferred to a thermal fluid or reactants at temperatures closer to that
of the sun.
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Solar radiation is a source of high temperature and energy. But for terrestrial use in average
we have 1 kW/m2. Therefore, it is an essential requisite for solar thermal power plants and
high-temperature solar chemistry applications to make use of optical concentration devices
that enable the thermal conversion to be carried out at high solar flux and with relatively little
heat loss.
The high radiative flux solar furnace (HFSF) is the solar concentrator system with greater
concentration ratio. This type of system uses large concentrators with dimensions of several
meters, which cannot be constructed in one piece; they are built with multiple segments.
A key to these large concentrators operate efficiently is the alignment of the segments. This
kind of concentrators has hundreds of segments that must be aligned with high precision and
in a short time, until now; there is no known solution to this problem by the authors. The
method that we propose in this chapter is a solution that was tested in the solar furnace high
radiative flux of Mexico successfully.
The era of modern solar furnaces had started in the 1950s. Among the first furnaces built were
the furnace of Arizona State College in the United States in 1956 [1] and the furnace of the
Government Institute for Industrial Research in Japan in 1956 [2].
Several applications of the solar furnace focus on the study of properties such as expansion
coefficients, emissivity, thermal conductivity, melting points [2], crystal growth, and purifi‐
cation of materials. Also began developing methods for the measurement of high temperatures
in receivers [3] and the flux density of concentrated radiation [4]. The later have evolved
calorimetric techniques [5, 6].
The combination of a stationary concentrator and a heliostat has come to be known as solar
furnace. The advantage of this combination when compared with a parabolic dish directly
tracking the sun is that the focus is stationary. Both concentrator and instrumentation can be
placed indoors.
The estimated yearly average insolation in México is 5.5 kWh/m2 per day higher than all other
countries. For this reason, in Mexico a high radiative flux solar furnace, HFSF, was built to
initiate the development of concentrating solar technologies for the production of solar fuels
such as hydrogen. This development is part of a larger project known as “National Laboratory
for Solar Concentration Systems and Solar Chemistry” [7].
The initial design considered an intercepted power of approximately 30 kW, with a target peak
concentration of approximately 10,000 suns. A global standard deviation of the optical errors
less than or equal to 4 mrad was chosen to reach such a goal. The optical design of the whole
HFSF consists of a heliostat of 81 m2 (9 m by 9 m), a shutter and a multifaceted concentrator
of 409 spherical mirrors. Once the concentrator was built and aligned, it was verified that it
generates a thermal power of 30 KW, with peaks of 18,000 suns (about 18,000 kW/m2) and less
than or equal to 10 cm in diameter sunspot.
The optical design of the concentrator of the new high radiative flux solar furnace is carried
out through ray tracing simulation. In this large HSFS, the concentrator is a mirror with
hundreds of facets and these facets must be aligned to achieve the desired energy distribution.
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We consider the concentrator of HFSF formed with 409 mirror facets of hexagonal contour
with a diameter of 40 cm each of them, each one being a spherical first surface mirror [8]. These
facets are grouped in five sets of different focal length, placed on a spherical supporting
structure, and with corrected orientations in order that the incident radiation on each facet is
reflected to the same focus (see Figure 1 and Table 1) [8].
Group Numbers of facets Radius of curvature (mm) Focal distance(mm)
A 85 7500 3750
B 104 8000 4000
C 130 8500 4250
D 64 9000 4500
E 16 9500 4750
Table 1. Number of facets in each mirror group, corresponding to different radii of curvature.
Figure 1. Arrangement of facets in the concentrator. Each color corresponds to a single focal length group.
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To reduce manufacturing time and cost of the mirrors, they all have spherical surfaces. This
means that the spatial and angular position of each mirror is calculated to compensate the
aberrations and to reduce the spot size. Thus, the precise alignment of each mirror is essential
for the proper operation of concentrator. Preliminary results of this method were reported by
Vazquez et al [9].
In the optical design of the concentrator, the position of each mirror was calculated for
collimated light. But it was not possible to use the sun as a light source for the alignment process
due to the high temperature in the focal region (above 3000 K). The second reason for not using
the sun in the alignment is that such a procedure would require the use of the HFSF heliostat
to illuminate the concentrator. This would introduce an additional source of uncertainty, due
to the imperfections in heliostat facet alignment and due to the sun tracking mechanism
accuracy [9]. To decouple these sources of error from the process of concentrator facets
alignment, a different procedure had to be proposed.
2. Alignment procedure facets
We proposed the following goals to be met by the alignment method:
• Use a light source other than the sun.
• The positioning of each facet can be achieved with the required accuracy.
• It is an easy method to implement.
• It works well in the environment where the concentrator is installed, independent of weather
conditions.
• It does not require the use of the heliostat of the HFSF.
To fulfill those requirements, our method uses a quasi-point source, generated by a 25 mW
HeNe laser (wavelength of 633 nm), together with a 60× microscope objective of 0.65 numerical
aperture. This source is placed near the center of curvature of the set of mirrors to be aligned
and the divergent light beam illuminates the concentrator. The light is reflected by each one
of the mirror group. The reflection from each mirror forms a separate image at an observation
screen. In the observation screen, the theoretical image produced by each mirror is calculated
previously using the ray trace software. Alignment procedure is to match the actual spots with
those calculated theoretically, by rotating the mirror around its supporting point. To this end,
mirrors are attached to mechanisms enabling their movement in six degrees of freedom:
displacement in three perpendicular directions and rotation around three axes. Each mirror is
moved until the image matches the image generated theoretically. Figure 2 shows the optical
arrangement used [9].
In Figure 3, a picture of the laser and the microscope objective used for generating the quasi-
point light source is shown.
For each set of mirrors with the same radius of curvature, we place the point source generated
by the optical arrangement of Figure 3 in a position near the center of curvature, then we need
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to find the correct position of the observation screen, this position is where the spots are clearly
defined and the spots are not overlapping each other.
Figure 2. Scheme with the optical arrangement for the alignment of the HRFSF facets.
Figure 3. Optical components for generating the quasi-point light source.
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Figure 4. Simulation of images generated by mirrors with radius of curvature of 800 cm. Top left to bottom right, the
images correspond to the following positions: –800 cm,– 802 cm,– 804 cm,– 806 cm, –808 cm,– 810 cm, –812 cm, and –
814 cm.
To establish the position of the observation screen, we made a simulation with the software
ZEMAX OpticStudio by varying the position of the screen and observing the generated image.
In Figure 4, we show simulation images for the mirror set of radius of curvature of 800 cm, the
light source is placed at –810 cm and the screen was placed at positions –800 cm, –802 cm, –
804 cm, –806 cm, –808 cm, –810, –812 cm, and –814 cm. As shown, the size and position of the
spots change with the position of the screen. If the screen is placed in front of the light source,
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there is a central spot causing noise during alignment and with this the intensity of the spots
is reduced; however, if the screen is positioned behind the light source, the central spot
disappears.
Figures 5 and 6 show the theoretically calculated alignment screens and mirrors corresponding
to two sets of mirrors.
In Figure 7, a picture with the real spots on the alignment screen is shown. In the picture the
spots generated by the mirrors with radius of curvature of 8500 mm and 9000 mm can be
appreciated.
Figure 5. Screen and mirrors corresponding to 850 cm curvature radius.
Figure 6. Screen and mirrors corresponding to 900 cm curvature radius.
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Figure 7. Picture with the real spots on the alignment screen [9].
3. Experimental results
After applying the alignment procedure for each of the concentrator mirrors, different tests
were conducted to evaluate the accuracy of alignment. The first test was qualitative; the
objective of this test was to observe the images of objects reflected by the concentrator [9]. As
you can see, the images display excellent continuity and quality as a result of the alignment of
the facets. It is a very good indication of the proper alignment of facets, see Figure 8.
Figure 8. Images reflected in the hexagonal facets after the alignment process [9].
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For the second test, we use the 81 m2 heliostat in conjunction with the concentrator, and the
sun as a source of light. A water-cooled Lambertian target was positioned on the focal plane,
and pictures of the solar image produced by the HFSF were taken with a charge-coupled
device, CCD, camera [9], as can be seen in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Water-cooled Lambertian target and example of solar image on the target.
To obtain the spot size and the distribution of irradiance we use MATLAB® software. With
the results we estimate a spot diameter of 8 cm, and that 90% of the energy falls into a diameter
of 6 cm. Comparing these results with ray tracing simulations, we conclude that our alignment
procedure meets all requirements and that the standard deviation of the global optical error
is of 2.7 ± 0.2 mrad.
Figure 10 shows an example of experimental image, the following steps to process the image
and the resulting irradiance profile from the computer code.
The images obtained were compared with the results of the ray-tracing program called Tonalli
[10]. The code calculates the irradiance flux on a focal plane using the convolution technique.
We assume that the error distribution corresponds to a bidimensional Gaussian distribution
characterized by a global standard deviation. The sun’s model was taken from a standard solar
radiation cone [10].
The images from CCD camera were analyzed, and we compared the profiles of irradiance in
two orthogonal directions (horizontal and vertical) against the theoretical profile obtained for
the global optical error, which gave the best fit with the experimental curve.
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Image Optical error, horizontal profile (mrad) Optical error, vertical profile (mrad)
Image 1 2.8 2.8
Image 2 2.8 2.8
Image 3 2.8 2.4
Image 4 2.8 2.2
Table 2. Estimated optical error from different experimental images
Figure 11 shows an example of graphs obtained for the optimal adjustment in the horizontal
and vertical image for first image as an example. Table 2 shows the summary of the results
obtained with four images captured at different times. As you can see from the values in Table
2, the optical errors are consistent and repeatable; therefore, we can conclude that the global
Figure 10. In (a) CCD picture from spot at the receiver at the focal point. (b) Picture translated to the computer for
processing. The units of the image frame are mm. The values of the color scale must be multiplied by 100 W. (c) Image
centered and processed. The units of the image frame are cm. The color scale is normalized. (d) Irradiance profile from
the solar spot. The horizontal axis is cm and the vertical should be multiplied by 100 W.
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optical error is approximately 2.7 ± 0.2 mrad. It is important to note that this error does not
include the tracking error of the heliostat along the solar day.
Figure 11 only presents the adjustment in particular directions from the images, but they
cannot show the symmetry of the image compared to those expected theoretically. Figure 12
shows theoretical and experimental comparison of the contours of the irradiance distributions
at the receiver for image 1. To construct Figure 12, a particular level of irradiance is set in the
experimental and the theoretical image, the curve formed by points with the same irradiance
value is a contour. Each color in Figure 12 corresponds to a different level of irradiance in the
image. There are two curves with the same color, corresponding to the experimental and
theoretical images. The experimental and theoretical distributions were normalized with
respect to the peak.
Figure 11. Comparison of experimental and theoretical irradiance profiles for image 1. (a) Vertical profile. (b) Horizon‐
tal profile.
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Figure 12 shows a relative good correspondence with experimental results except in the lower
contour in which there is a deviation from the circular shape of the image.
Figure 12. Comparison of experimental and theoretical contours, for image 1. The color scale units are Watts and is
normalized.
4. Alignment tolerances of the method
Although the method has only geometric bases and their implementation requires fewer
optical elements and sophisticated software is not required to process data as if it require other
techniques, the results of the Section 3 shows that the alignment is within specified tolerances.
To understand why the proposed method gives such good results, the following analysis was
performed.
The optical concentrator design considers that the light source is at infinity and has the angular
size of the sun, with these considerations the positions of each of the segments were defined
for maximum concentration. However, in the alignment method the light source is near the
center of curvature of each group of mirrors. Therefore, it is necessary to know as alignment
errors are transformed into errors in the image.
In the mirror set of 850 cm of radius of curvature, we select one of them and will apply rotations
around the X-axis in the range of –0.25 degrees to 0.25 degrees, and we calculate changes in
image position for each angle. Figure 13 shows a graph of the results, the behavior is almost
linear, and follows the following equation:
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22.737 0.116,y x= + (1)
where the variable x represents the rotation angle of the mirror and variable y represents the
displacement of the image position.
As the diameter of the spot generated by the mirror is 4 mm, the maximum possible error in
the alignment process corresponds to a displacement of 4 mm and this corresponds to a mirror
rotation 0.012 degrees.
Figure 13. Image shift as a function of rotation of the mirror in the process of alignment. The dots (black) are the meas‐
ured data and the solid line (red) corresponds to the fit of the data.
Figure 14 shows the ideal spot position without rotation and the spot position generated by
applying a 0.01 degree rotation, during the alignment process. It is clear that this could be the
maximum possible error.
Using the same mirror, but considering the sun as light source, we apply rotations of the mirror
in a range of 0.01 degrees to 0.1 degrees, and we calculate the displacement of the image, the
results are shown in the graph of Figure 15. As you can see, the behavior is almost linear and
follows the following equation:
32.757 0.0006,y x= - (2)
where the variable x represents the rotation angle of the mirror and variable y represents the
displacement of the image position.
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Figure 14. The ideal spot position and spot displaced by a rotation of 0.01 degrees.
Figure 15. Image shift as a function of rotation of the mirror with the sun as a light source. The dots are the measured
data and the solid line corresponds to the fit of the data.
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Therefore, a rotation of 0.12 degrees involves a displacement of 0.39 cm. As the sun’s image
generated by the mirror is 6 cm, this displacement would generate a maximum error of 13%
and the image would have a diameter of 6.78 cm corresponding to the specifications as an 8
cm in diameter is desired. Similar results are obtained with rotations about the Y-axis and
mirror displacements along the three axes.
5. Conclusions
We have presented a novel method for aligning facets of segmented mirrors for applications
of concentrating solar power. This is a method that requires only three optical components: it
is cheap and easy to implement and can be used during day and night because the light source
is a laser.
We showed that the proposed method allows the alignment of the segments and obtained the
specifications with relative simplicity. We obtained the maximum errors that can occur in the
alignment process and we find that the method generates errors tolerable without complicated
computer programs.
After the alignment process, we used different tests to verify the actual operation of the
concentrator and all tests showed a performance that exceeds expectations, demonstrating the
viability of the proposed method.
Finally, if CCD cameras and image processing software are used, this method could be used
to align the segmented mirror facets as used in large telescopes.
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